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Meeting Information

When: First Thursday of
each month. 7-9 p.m.
Where: St. Timothy’s Church
16700 Newburgh Road, Livonia,
East side of Newburgh, 1/4 mile S. of
Six Mile

Coming Events:

NEXT MEETING- August 1 - First
time tables, sibling table, Infant loss
table, topic table: Could you add
anything to Things You Need to Know?
August 20 - 6:30 pm TCF Dinner-at
Brann’s Steakhouse (39715 6 Mile,
Northville, MI) sign up at meeting or
call Kathy 734-306-3930 or katjrambo@
gmail.com
August 10 -Craft Day - home of Kathy
Rambo 10 am to 1 pm - see page 8

Some Things You Need To
Know

• Grief waits.
• If you put it away and try to ignore
it, it will simply wait until you have
no choice but to experience it.
• We grieve as intensely as we love.
• There is no “normal” in grieving.
• You will never be the same person
you were before your loss.
• You must make a conscious decision
to “get better”.
• There are no set-in-concrete stages or
timelines in grief.
• Other people will not understand your
grief unless you share it.
• It is okay to talk about your loved one
as long as you want.
• It is okay to include them in
celebrations and special occasions
for as long as you want.
• “Finding closure” is not a requirement
of healing. For many, it is not even
an option.
Even in death … love remains.
Sandy Goodman, www.loveneverdies.net

To Vacation or Not to
Vacation

Summer is often the time of family
reunions, vacations, family outings at
nearby lakes or other places of recreation. Such occasions may be difficult
for bereaved families especially those

recently bereaved. Sometimes one asks
why take a vacation when I really cannot enjoy it? Or if we go on vacation
for the sake of our surviving children,
how can I be certain that that is the best
decision for us to make? Or if we attend our family reunion, will the rest of
my family make me uncomfortable if I
cry or if they deliberately refuse to use
my child’s name? Unfortunately there
is no one answer to any of these questions. It is a gamble whatever decision
one makes. But, in my personal experience, one’s worst fears are seldom
realized.
If you really do not want to leave
home, then don’t. Use your vacation
time to work in your yard, to go to a
movie every day if you want to do so,
to redecorate a room or two, to curl up
with several good books, to begin some
project your son or daughter once mentioned if you would like to do it for him
or her, or to write down feelings and
perceptions about your grief to assist
your own healing. Some persons benefit
from returning to a favorite vacation
spot, while others find release for their
pain in new and different surroundings
they have never before visited.
Still others may look forward to family reunions to garner support and love
from other family members whom they
do not see often. Some, however, want
(continued on page 4)
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Our Children Loved and Remembered Always
This month, we remember the children who are so deeply and sadly missed. Please take a few moments to place them
and their parents in your thoughts.

Let Us Remember Them Always
Child
Parent, Grandparent, Sibling

Date

Age

Available only to members
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Let Us Celebrate Their Births

Softly … may peace
replace heartache
and cherished memories
remain with you always on
your child’s birthday

(Continued on Page 7)
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to avoid extended family members until they themselves have regained their
equilibrium. To some, familiar haunts
at beaches, lake-side cottages, or
mountain cabins are tied to beautiful
memories of their children which they
seek repeatedly while others avoid
such places because the memories are
too overwhelming until the intensity of
their grief has subsided.
The point is that each of us is different. What helps one bereaved family
member may not be helpful to another.
To find the path for your family, discuss alternatives with your spouse and
your surviving children. If each family
member expresses his or her desires
and apprehensions about the customary summer family activities, they
share the decision-making process and
discover truly creative ways to help
each other.
Those who live alone with their grief
may find friends to be valuable listeners. Such friends may, even unwittingly sometimes, help one to find the
better path. In any event, be kind to
yourself. Choose well for yourself.
Remember, too, that it is all right to
change your mind at any time. Next
summer will be less difficult, you can
count on that. I have been there, I
know.
Shirley Cognard Ottman
Lovingly lifted from BP/USA

His Room

Sun splinters through the stained-glass
unicorn
Still on the sill splattering black walls
with color
Few things are as forlorn as a vacant
room
Furniture gone, awaiting definition
Bare, yet there on the carpet imprints
of chair and waterbed
And there is the hole he accidentally
shot through the wall
And there and there and there nail
holes that held pictures and posters
and eight-point antlers
And there ... God, how can a place so
empty, be so full?
Richard Dew - From Rachels Cry A
Journey Through Grief

How Many Children Do You
Have?
Let’s pretend we’re at a cocktail
party. It’s five o’clock somewhere,
right?
We’re meeting for the first time and
getting to know each other. We’ve
learned that we’re both parents, so one
of the very first questions you’ll probably ask me is, “How many kids do
you have?”
Thus begins my TED talk, “Why
We Should Share Our Stories.” But
it has also been the story of my life
for the past two decades since our
fourth child, Noah, died when he was
15 months old. In the beginning, this
question struck me silent with grief
and it became even more gut wrenching when people would coo it over
and over again as my belly grew with
the promise of our next bundle of joy.
Nine months later, it would bring me
to my knees, the answer completely
inconceivable when Jonah was stillborn.
So when the opportunity to present
a TED talk arose, this seemed like a
good place to begin. TED stands for
Technology, Entertainment, Design
and their tagline—ideas worth spreading—speaks for itself; their goal to
cultivate and share ideas. I wanted
people to understand why that seemingly innocent question strikes fear in
the hearts of bereaved parents. And I
liked the idea of stepping on-stage in
my red cowboy boots carrying a glass
of chilled chardonnay. I figured my
“prop” might come in handy and it
definitely improved the rehearsals!
How many kids do I have? As I continued, “And I’ll give you this quick
answer—five.” The conversation will
move on, most likely with me telling
you all about my five children and you
telling me all about yours. We’ll smile
and sip our wine and you’ll never
know that your simple question has
just kicked me in the belly. Or that I
feel like I’ve just lied to you.
I do believe lying is a sin, but, as I
justify my public confession, because,
I rarely give the correct answer to that

question. Usually, I sidestep it. I don’t
want to watch your face crumple or
hear you say, “I’m so sorry,” like so
many, many others before you. I like
to have fun and I want to keep things
light-hearted. But every time I do that
I feel guilty. Because I do believe we
should share our stories. Maybe not
while standing in the grocery store
checkout line or with a glass of wine
in our hand. But somewhere, sometime, someway...
Given that I’ve had 13 pregnancies
remaindering 5 living children, it’s
really more of a little white lie. I’ve
become quite adept at softening the
blow when delivering my math equation in a diversity of settings and this
was the idea I wanted to share. I also
wanted to impart that every year, 1
in 4 pregnancies end in miscarriage
and 26K babies are stillborn yet we
rarely talk about them. Stillbirth and
miscarriage are largely taboo subjects,
not mentioned at cocktail parties over
glasses of wine, and I’ve had to bite
my tongue more times than I care to
count. It’s time to shatter the silence.
They say there’s no greater agony
than bearing an untold story inside
of you and for me this was that story.
As an author, I share best by writing
but I certainly never dreamed that life
would place this particular tale in my
hands. Eventually, I gave birth to my
book, Breathe, both to tell the story
of my sons and to help other people.
This is the first reason I give in my
TED talk as to why we should share
our stories—to help each other. When
Noah died, I searched, desperately, for
other bereaved parents. In those days
before social media, I called them. I
wrote letters to them. I accosted them
in person. And I’m sure some of them
thought I was crazy. Because I was. I
was crazy with grief. And I was crazy
with pain. And when you’re in pain,
all you can think of is getting out of
pain. So I searched for survivors because I needed to know that the pain I
was in wouldn’t last forever. I needed
them to tell me that I was going to survive the unbearable agony I was in.
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Another reason we should share our

stories is to keep our loved ones alive.
My family marks our gravestones with
this saying: To live in the hearts of
those we leave behind is not to die. As
long as we walk this earth, our loved
ones will never truly be dead because
we are holding them in our hearts.
Before I wrote my book, the only
thing people really knew about Noah
and Jonah was that they’d died. That
was the most definitive characteristic
of their short, little lives. But because
I shared their stories, readers now
know that they also lived and they’ve
become manifest. That is the power of
sharing our stories!
Breathe was published a few years
ago, and after reading it, my thirteenth
child Bella’s dance teacher asked me
to write my story as a dance. And this
is the final reason I cite for why we
should share our stories—because
you can never foresee how your story
will impact others. Or where that path
will lead as you move forward. And
it might just be someplace that’s so
amazing you can’t even imagine it!
There’s a passage in my book where
I write that it’s my terrible misfortune
to be able to compare losing Noah, a
toddler who was learning to walk and
talk and was loved by so many, with
losing Jonah, a baby inside my belly
and mostly only known by me. And I
share how people have actually asked
me, “Which was harder, losing Noah
or losing Jonah?” To which I replied:
“Which would you miss more, your
right arm or your left?”
That passage stuck in Miss Pam’s
mind where it grew into a dance in
which half the dancers can only move
their arms and the other half their legs.
This limitation is removed only during
a brief pas de deux danced by Bella
and my niece, Ava, who represent
Noah and Jonah. Miss Pam and these
girls have transformed the story of my
sons and of my life into art by dancing
some of the answers I don’t always
share at cocktail parties. But, as most
bereaved parents know, we’ve already
done the hardest thing—burying our
children. After that, the answers to

every question and the challenges life
places in our paths should all be easy.
When your baby dies, you wonder
so many, many things including how
you can possibly get through that next
painful breath, never mind the rest
of your life. Your life without your
son, and then without your next son,
stretches infinitely on beyond you.
You ask all the terrible questions for
which there will never be any earthly
answers. The why’s and the why not’s,
the why me’s and the what if’s. And
somehow, you resign yourself to living
without understanding.
But to sit in a darkened theater and
watch Noah and Jonah’s baby sister
dancing their story on stage almost
two decades after their deaths?
Well, you think, this? Maybe this.
Kelly Kittel is the author of Breathe, a
Memoir of Motherhood, Grief and Family
Conflict, and has been published in many
magazines and anthologies, including
Three Minus One: Stories of Parents’ Loss
and Love. She speaks about grief and loss
and presents annually at TCF conferences.
Her TED talk can be viewed at: https://
www.youtube.com/watchtv=l1oA3w7JcTg
and her website is www.kellykittel.com

Time Rolls On

Whether we see time going by or not,
whether we are aware if it is winter
or spring, May or June, day or night...
time keeps rolling on. I remember
back to those early days of grief, when
time seemed to stand still. I remember looking at the clock, realizing that
it was 3:00 am. And being surprised
that it was night time. I remember not
knowing or caring whether it was a
Sunday or a Tuesday.…
But I did know when it was a
Wednesday. I knew it was a Wednesday each week because Wednesday
was the day our daughter died. Everything from that moment on was measured by a different standard of time.
At first, we marked time by the hours,
then the days, then the weeks. All time
was measured by how long it had been
since she had passed from our world.
Days became weeks, weeks became
months, and now…months have been
years. For us, the marking of time

has evolved. Our family history will
forever be divided into the “before…”
and the “after...” but we have gradually become aware of time again. We
keep a calendar, we make appointments, and we schedule ourselves into
events and commitments. Once again,
time is rolling on.
Jane Ono, TCF Coquitlam, BC

My Gifts From Amy

I recently experienced the one-year
anniversary of my precious daughter
Amy’s death, a day that we as parents
never want to happen. I was distressed
as it really sank in that this was real
and very final. Last year at this time I
had been in such a state of shock that
now, looking back, I began to realize
the daze I was in for several months.
This year I was in no such daze – the
pain was all too real.
What could I do with this day? How
could I make it through? In my pain
I remembered one of the first things
I had said when Amy died. I had expressed thankfulness for all the things
she had taught me by being in my life.
As I thought of this now, I began to
write down all the many things. Soon
I found I was taking my list a step
further and I was listing all the things
I had learned since Amy’s death. I
began to see my list as a list of gifts
from Amy.
Before Amy’s death I had thought of
myself as a religious person, going to
church, believing in God, even knowing several Bible verses by heart. I was
wrong. I have only now begun to see
the difference in religious and spiritual. Only now, after Amy’s death, have
I embarked on my very own spiritual
path. What greater gift could my child
have left me! I took my list and put it
in a box, wrapped it up and tied it with
a bow. I put the box in my closet. This
time next year I will open the box and
celebrate all the wonderful gifts my
daughter has given me. And I’m sure I
will add more as the years go by.
Suzanne Owens, TCF W. Columbia, SC
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River Reflections

I just got back from a river rafting
trip, where I found myself thinking
about my brother a lot. He died 16
months ago of an overdose of morphine. I don’t know why it happened;
it happened. I didn’t see the beginning
of his life—he was three years older,
but I saw the end. I can look at it now
and see it in its entirety—his 33 years
of living that I so much counted on
and expected to last another 70 or 80
years. I thought I would always have
him to talk to—about life, about family, and about ourselves.
The river was a meditative place for
me. The rhythm of the oars, the gentle
motion of the raft, the shore gliding
by, the gurgle of the water as it seeped

into and back out of our raft—all of
this provided just enough stimulation and was hypnotic enough that I
didn’t want to do anything but sit and
think. For a few days on the river, I
floated without any of my day-to-day
concerns, without the usual level of
tension standing behind me.
What rose to the surface, visible
in the clear water of my mind after
the silt of all my worries sank to the
bottom, were thoughts of my brother.
Nat would have liked this trip. The
rough beauty of the terrain and the
quiet power of the water would not
have been lost on him. He would have
noticed the beauty of the full moon
and the light on the canyon walls as
the sun rose and set.
I have felt a lot of anger at him for

Need to Talk to Someone Between Meetings?
Telephone friends:

The people listed below have volunteered to take your calls:
Linda Houghtby - Long term illness - (734) 591-3062
Catherine Walker - Loss of Only Child - (248) 921-2938
Charli Johnston - Suicide - 734-812-2006
Joe Hofmann - Drug related death - 734-331-9919
Bob Vitolins - A father’s grief - (313) 882-8632
Dana and Brandy Bumstead - Loss of an infant -(313) 447-8144
Kathy Rambo - Sudden Death - (734) 306-3930
Remember that our chapter has a Facebook page. It is a closed
page, so you just need to search for The Compassionate Friends
of Livonia, Michigan and ask to join.

dying, for taking his own life, for engaging in an activity so dangerous, for
playing Russian roulette, for committing suicide. He left no note, he didn’t
say good-bye; he left a wife and two
sons whom he loved very much but
who, like me, were not enough to keep
him alive. It wasn’t the anger, though,
that I felt on the river. I just remembered him.
Grief is at its sharpest when, after a
death, he all of a sudden flashes into
focus so real and so present that I can
hear his voice as if he has just spoken
to me. I can imagine the scent of his
hair, remember the texture of his face
as I touch it, and I can see him walking and talking as if he were only there
a moment ago. At these times, the
grief flares up; the wound feels fresh
and sharp with memories of the love,
the charm, and the grace. I realize
both with gratitude and with anguish
for the wound this reality carries, that
he is not someone I can let go. These
memories will come to me for the rest
of my life. He is truly a part of me.
He is mixed up in my blood and my
bones and the electrical impulses of
my brain. And in whatever way all of
these things go together to form a soul,
he is a part of that too. There is no
escaping him. This is the gift and the
price of love--it doesn’t end.

My brother was there in the river’s
sand and mud, in the full moon, the
www.compassionatefriends.org
constantly flowing cold water, the
The chat rooms are moderated and are open at different times. There is one open most
clear dry air, the red canyon walls,
evenings from 10-11 p.m. They are all moderated which means that all the chat rooms
and the blue sky. And he was there in
have a trained facilitator in them.
National Mailing Address: PO Box 3696, Oak Brook, IL 60522; Phone: (630) me. And I was there, alive and more
appreciative than I would have been
990-0010; Toll Free: (877)969-1101; Website: www.compassionatefriends.org
before he died. I was more aware of
Other TCF Chapters in our area:
Ann Arbor:Mike Fedel:MikeFedela2@gmail.com; 734-998-0360 ; 3rd Sunday, my connection to my surroundings—
that one day my body will be river
2:30 to 4:30 pm - First Presbyterian Church (Vance Room)1432 Washtenaw,
Ann Arbor
mud, water, and bones like driftwood.
St. Clair Shores: 2nd Wed. Kathy Joerin ; 586-293-6176, KJMac21@aol.com
What form my love will take then, I
Detroit: Kellie West Outer Drive Methodist Church,12065 West Outer Drive,
don’t know. Maybe if there is a river
Detroit ; 2nd Wed., 6:30 - 8:30; 734-660-9557.
Troy: St. Paul’s Methodist Church, 620 Romeo, Rochester, MI 3rd Thursday7-9; and desert light offering delight to
Tina@586-634-0239
someone’s senses, that will be enough.
Pinckney TCF Chapter: The Christian House of Prayer, 9949 McGregor Road,
Pinckney, MI; 2nd Monday of the month, 6 - 8 pm; Jimmy Batchelor - 734-277- I don’t know.
9705
Tecumseh TCF Chapter: First Presbyterian Church, 211 W. Chicago, Tecumseh, Emily Moore
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TCF Los Angeles, CA
4th Sunday of the month, 2-4 pm, Rose Hatchett, 517-270-3308.

TCF Chat Room

Livonia Chapter Page

September 5, 2019 TCF Meeting:7 pm – 9 PM Alan
Pedersen to Perform

The Compassionate Friends of Livonia
Would like to welcome you to the
‘3rd Annual’
Family and Friends Picnic of Hope & Healing
Saturday, September 14th
1p — 4p
@ Rotary Park - in Livonia
(off 6 mile between Merriman and Farmington)

$10 per family
please bring your favorite dish to pass
(meat is being donated)

Any questions please contact Rhonda Temple @ 313 477 9889
(alcohol not permitted)

Sibling Sharing Table

We encourage siblings to attend our meetings
and meet Amy Golen and Troy Lafferty who
will be leading this table. Contact Amy at
313-283-8136 or email at aegolen@gmail.
com, or Troy at 734-748-6787.

We welcome Alan Pedersen, Angels Across
America Tour, to our chapter meeting starting
at 7 pm til 9 pm. It is open to anyone who has
experienced the death of
a child, grandchild and sibling.
Alan Pedersen is an award-winning speaker,
songwriter and recording artist. His inspirational message of hope and his music have
resonated deeply with those facing a loss or adversity in their lives and have made him one of the most popular, indemand presenters in the world on finding hope after loss. Since the
death of his 18-year-old daughter Ashley in 2001, Alan has traveled to
more than 1,500 cities speaking and playing his original music. Alan
also successfully served four years as the Executive Director of The
Compassionate Friends, the largest grief organization in the world.
Alan is currently on the road with The Angels Across the USA Tour
where he will speak and perform in
over 100 U.S. cities in 2019. The Tour
is supported by hundreds of families
and organizations who sponsor butterfly decals bearing the names and home
towns of their loved ones who have
died. These decals are lovingly placed on the Angels Across the USA
van which travels across the country. The Tour works with organizations large and small who are reaching out to those in grief and offers
to present Alan’s program regardless of their ability to pay a fee or all
of the expenses of travel.
During this meeting we will not have sharing time. If you choose, we
ask that you bring a dish to share with others as we have done in the
past.

Infant Loss Sharing Table

Our chapter is now offering a sharing table for
Infant Loss/Stillborn & Miscarriage. Please
contact Michelle Ciemnicki with questions at

734-276-3149 or email at michellejurcak@
gmail.com.		

Painting with Monica

Our chapter will be hosting a
“Painting with Monica” fund
raiser coming up on October
5. Stay tuned for further informaitn.

Let Us Celebrate Their Births

New Members

We welcome new members. We are so sorry for the circumstance that has brought you here. Although we have no easy answers,
we can offer you understanding through our common experiences. We also know how much courage it took for you to attend.

Debbie Crumb whose beloved son, Kyle, Born 11/3; Died 2/15; 21 years

Please contact the editor, Brenda Brummel at 10531 Calumet Trail 49735, Gaylord, MI or bbwriter59@aol.com
or 810-623-1691.
If you read or write an article or poem bereaved parents and would like to share it.
If you move and would like to continue receiving the newsletter, send us your new address.
If you know someone you think would benefit from receiving the newsletter send his/her/their name and address.
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TCF Livonia Chapter
Brenda Brummel
10531 Calumet Trail
Gaylord, MI 49735

August 2019

If any of you would be willing to get the newsletter via the internet,
please email me. Thanks, Brenda Brummel

				LOVE GIFTS
Your Name:________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________State _______Zip: ___________

August Craft Day

We will be making Bag Tags at
our
Craft day on August 10th at the
Email: __________________________________________
home of Kathy Rambo from 10 am
Love Gift Donation of $__________________ in Memory of __________________ to 1 pm.
The bag tag is made with beads
Message: ____________________________________________________________ and special thread with your child’s
name on it. All supplies are provided. There will be a signup sheet
Direct my gift to: _____Outreach (Printing, postage, phone , web
and examples at the August meet_____ General Fund (90% local; 10% national)
ing. Any questions please contact
Kathy (734-306-3930) or Gail (734Mail to: Rhonda Temple, 25164 Hanover St., Dearborn Heights, MI 48125
8
748-2514).

